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Books by Jim Humble

Below is a list of available books (along with a brief summary) from Jim Humble.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Some of these books are available on Amazon as Kindle versions.  DO NOT BUY THEM!!!  They are unauthorized copies that are poorly produced with missing pages. DO NOT buy any of Jim’s books on Amazon or you will be disappointed.

To purchase books, please click on the button below:



Authorized Book Store
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MMS Health Recovery Guidebook

(First published 2016 – Revised 2019)

Introducing the MMS Health Recovery Guidebook, including my new Health Recovery Plan (HRP), available for download. Discover the latest up-to-date information on my MMS technology, significant completely new data, and improvements that myself and others have determined through on-going use of MMS around the globe.

Over 50 updated tried and proven protocols are outlined, including some key tips and secrets for all those who wish to recover their health from most illness and disease and/or learn about prevention and longevity!

The health recovery procedures given in this book are the result of 20 years of teaching people how to use MMS. Scores of people worldwide have used and applied the principles outlined in my first books, or taught in seminars. As a result, over the years I have received a great deal of feedback, much of which has contributed to this book and to the development of my new Health Recovery Plan.

Unfortunately there is much misinformation floating around regarding MMS, and this too, has compelled me to write this book. I have written this guidebook to help you learn the fundamentals of the Master Mineral Solution (MMS) in a clear and concise manner. This book is chock full of a number of protocols that when followed properly, help restore people’s health. Our Key Protocols go together with a number of Supporting Protocols to make up the Health Recovery Plan. In this book you’ll learn about the overall sequence or strategy for this plan.

If you have a serious health issue of one kind or another from which you need to recover—this book is for you. Likewise, if your health seems to be “OK” but you would like to nevertheless achieve optimum health, this book is also for you. Whatever category you fit in—a basic ongoing routine with MMS can help you (and/or your loved ones and pets/animals) get healthy, keep you healthy, and help you maintain a good quality of life! The key is to use MMS properly—this book will show you how.
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Secrets of Enlightenment (2012)

This book gives simple answers to most of the questions people ask, such as: Where did I come from? Why am I here? Why don’t I remember my existence before this life? What is my purpose in life? Etc.

This book has been 60 years in the writing and compilation (this lifetime). It is unique and quite different than most books about enlightenment. I believe that you learn about spirituality and life by living life and taking part in the game of life, not by being tucked away in a cloistered setting. You may not believe in past lives, but in case you do, I believe I have received much of the information about life given in this book from past lives. This book gives simple answers to most of the questions people ask, such as: Where did I come from? Why am I here? Why don’t I remember my existence before this life? What is my purpose in life? Etc.

Secrets of Enlightenment points out that life is a game and that you should play it to the hilt. In these pages you’ll discover secrets, or what I call an understanding of life, that is not found in any other book on Earth and if that is not so, I will be happy to refund your money at any time.
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Master Mineral Solution of the 3rd Millennium (2011)

Written in 2011, this is my second book on MMS. It includes more past history about the continuing story of MMS. You’ll learn about the basics of MMS, including the chemistry of it and how and why it works. Also included are instructions for several ways how you can make your own MMS.

The Master Mineral Solution of the Third Millennium is essential to those who want to learn the chemical and technical foundation of how MMS works. A chemical explanation for laymen and scientists alike is included. Learn about oxidizers, and how oxidation destroys pathogens. This is a must have reference book for those who want to delve deeper into understanding how MMS works. This book includes some of the basic original MMS protocols; however, if you are in need of health recovery today, I suggest you order my latest book, the MMS Health Recovery Guidebook for the updated protocols and information on overcoming most diseases of mankind.

If you are interested in the story of MMS there are three chapters in this book telling the continuing story of MMS in this world. Should you want the full story you will need to also buy my first book, The Miracle Mineral Solution of the 21st Century. It is estimated that 20,000,000 people had used MMS by the year 2008. Hundreds of thousands of lives have been saved and the suffering of thousands has been overcome.
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The Miracle Mineral Solution of the 21st Century (2006)

Currently not available in paperback or ebook.

This book is full of MMS technology from the beginning days—which has since been developed further. For this reason, I do not recommend the information in this book be used for health recovery purposes—it is best to follow more updated data. However in this book you will find the full story of getting MMS started around the world.

If you are interested in stories stranger than most fiction, The Miracle Mineral Solution of the 21st Century contains one such story. From the moment of discovery of MMS and the total health recovery of the first malaria victim in the jungle of Guyana it presents a great story. Malaria, man’s worst disease that has killed more victims than all the wars of mankind, was triumphed over by MMS in only four hours and has done the same thing many thousands of times since. Join me in a true story of my travels through Guyana in South America, and Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, South Africa and Europe. You will learn a great deal about MMS in this book and important background as to how it developed into what it is today.
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The SOLUTION – Overcoming Disease (2019)

Available as a free PDF download HERE.



This book was published by Sacha Stone and the NewEarth Project & the International Tribunal for Natural Justice.

Jim Humble first began his work in the health field as manager of a health food store in Los Angeles, California. He authored a 200 question “Nutritional Evaluation Test” that determined the vitamins, minerals, proteins, and fats a person’s body might be deficient in.

Jim started his career in the Aerospace industry, where he quickly became a research engineer. He worked on the first intercontinental missile, wrote instruction manuals for the first vacuum tube computers, worked on secret radio control electronics, and dozens of other electronic projects at.

After 20 years in Aerospace, Jim went into gold mining where he developed methods of gold recovery that replace the use of mercury. He wrote 5 books on the subject of recovering gold from its ores. In 1996 he discovered what has come to be known as MMS, a simple health formula that cured malaria. In the years that followed, he further improved the formula. Eventually a missionary group invited him to Africa where he successfully treated over 5,000 malaria cases and victims of other diseases. Since that time, hundreds of thousands of people have used MMS to recover their health from a wide range of diseases.
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						Important Public Notice from Jim Humble:  There are individuals and/or companies selling products with my name on them. They make statements such as: “Jim Humble Approved” or “Jim Humble Authorized Supplier…” or similar. Let me state for the record that ALL such product endorsements are not authentic. I have given NO ONE permission to use my name on their products. I do publish books for which I hold copyright (available through this website). Unfortunately, there are some who have violated my copyright by copying my material and/or translating my books without my permission (or compensation) or producing books that look as if they were published by me. Some vendors also resell my books at highly marked up (inflated) prices, which is something I DO NOT endorse. All buyers should beware these practices are not authorized or endorsed by me and mislead the public and increase costs in a time of need.

Disclaimer:  These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This substance, MMS (Master Mineral Solution), has not been FDA approved to diagnose, cure, mitigate, treat, or prevent any disease. Chlorine Dioxide is also called MMS throughout this website. Chlorine Dioxide Solution also known as MMS (Master Mineral Solution) is made of Sodium Chlorite 28% (22.4 Sodium Chlorite 5.6% Inert Salts and the remainder water) and an acid activator (usually 50% Citric Acid or 4% Hydrochloric Acid). 


					


				
				


	

	
				
                    

                        Except where otherwise noted, content on this site is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. 
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